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Chemical structures of the used PIMs

Chemical structures of both PIMs used in this study are shown in Figure S1.

Figure S 1: Chemical structures of PIM-1 and PIM-6FDA-OH used in this study.

Calculation of the refractive index of the matrix according to Bondi

and Krevelen

According to Krevelen (Properties of Polymers, 4th Edition, 2009, Chapter 10: Optical

properties) the refractive index of a polymer can be calculated from a contribution of molar

refractions and molar volumes of various chemical groups as (according to Lorentz-Lorenz

relationships):

n = (
1 + 2 · RLL

V

1− RLL

V

)0.5 (1)

The RLL values for many chemical groups can be found in Table 10.4 of the cited booka and
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can be summed up to produce molar refraction of a monomer.

The group molar volume contributions, V can be calculated according to Bondi (Van der

Waals Volumes and Radii, The Journal of Physical Chemistry, 1964, 68, 3, Tables I through

XVIII) by also by simple summation.

The calculated RLL values for PIM-1 and PIM-6FDA-OH are 127.058 and 170.206, respec-

tively and the V values are 259.69 and 381.7, respectively. The molar volume contributions

have to be then multiplied by a factor 1.3 to account for the difference between the actual

molar volume and the hard core volume of the polymer chains, to yield 337.597 and 496.21.

When substituted to the above equation, the refractive indeces of dense matrix are 1.676

for PIM-1 and 1.602 for PIM-6FDA-OH. Later, as described in the manuscript, these values

can be substituted to Brugemann EMA to yield the excess free volume fractions.

Optical properties of PIM-1 and PIM-6FDA-OH

Multi-angle spectroscopic ellipsometry allows determination of the complex dielectric func-

tion of ultra-thin films. Figure S2 shows the refractive index and extinction coefficient of

the annealed (200 ◦C, 24 hours, vacuum) ∼100 nm films extracted using a Kramers-Kronig

consistent B-spline model. The data is in good agreement with literature values and serves to

confirm the polymer structures. In particular the extinction coefficient for PIM-1 displayed

a characteristic peak around 420 nm. Both polymers show similar peaks in the extinction

coefficient just below 300 nm, which can be attributed to the aromatic rings. The refrac-

tive indices (at 632.8 nm) of annealed films were on the order of 1.65 for PIM-1 and 1.6

for PIM-6FDA-OH and are both significantly larger than those of the freshly rejuvenated

samples used for swelling experiments (1.50 and 1.52, respectively). This is a clear effect of
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Figure S 2: Optical properties of 100 nm PIM-1 and PIM-6FDA-OH films deposited on
silicon wafers, after preparation the samples were annealed at 200 ◦C for 24 hours under
vacuum.

structure densification as a result of physical aging. Remarkably, the refractive index of the

aged PIM-1 film was larger than that of PIM-6FDA-OH, whereas the opposite is true for

the freshly rejuvenated samples. This effect is probably a result of much more pronounced

aging of PIM-1 as compared with PIM-6FDA-OH.
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